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Editorial 
Dear Readers, 

Welcome to the latest issue of the ICSM Gazette! 

We have come to the end of another busy year at ICSM, and since 
publishing the last issue a huge amount has happened: the final 
years have returned from their electives and become doctors, all 
year groups have finally completed their exams, and all clubs and 
societies have elected their new committees and started preparing 
for the new academic year.  

In this issue you can find some of the latest news at ICSM,  
updates from clubs and societies, and two fantastic elective travel 
reports.  As the ICSM calendar has been busy as ever we also have 
several events to update you on, including Sports Dinner, UH 
Bumps, Light Opera’s 24, and a review of this years many events to 
raise money for RAG.    

A huge congratulations must go to the Class of 2015 as they 
graduate and start their first jobs as doctors.  They have made a 
huge contribution to the life of the medical school during their 
time at ICSM and will be much missed. To help recognise their 
efforts the annual ICSM Colours were awarded at Summer Ball 
2015 - a list of the recipients can be found on Page 7.  Amongst 
this year group are many who have contributed to the Gazette, 
and I would particularly like to thank Paddy McGown, Giada 
Azzopardi and Tom Brunt for all their extensive hard work over the 
years.  We are all so grateful, and we hope that they will stay in 
touch!   

Additionally I would like to say a big thank you to Dexter Tarr, who 
is stepping down as Editor of the Gazette.  We all greatly 
appreciate his work on the Gazette this year, and I’m very glad to 
say that he is staying on the team as News Editor. 

As we say goodbye to the Class of 2015 we would also like to 
extend a very warm welcome to all new Freshers. I hope you enjoy 
reading about some recent events at ICSM and the many ICSM 
Clubs and Societies which you could join. Further information 
about any of these clubs (and many others) can be found at 
www.icsmsu.org and www.imperialcollegeunion.org.  We look 
forward to meeting many of you at Freshers Fayre!   

I’d like to thank the St Mary’s Hospital Association for their 
continued and steadfast support for the Gazette, as well as the 
ICSM Alumni Association for their contribution towards our 
production. We really appreciate the support and I hope all their 
respective members enjoy reading this edition.  

Finally, if you would like to get in touch then please email us at 
icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk.  Further contact details can be found 
on the back cover of the issue.   We would welcome any 
contributions or feedback from current students or alumni. 

I wish you all well for the coming few months and hope that you 
enjoy reading!  

Diana Newman 
Editor 2015/16 
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State of the Union 
Dariush Hassanzadeh-Baboli, SU President 2014/15  

 
Welcome to the final edition of the ICSM Gazette for 2014-15. This will be the final time I will write for the Gazette 
as President of ICSMSU before I take on Final Year! 
  
I would like to firstly congratulate the outgoing committee members of all our clubs and societies. Their hard work 
and dedication not only made my job easier, but the spirit of the Medical School has been kept alive for another 
year, despite many obstacles that lay in our path. 
  
Since the last edition a huge amount has happened. Our final years completed their exams, went across the globe 
on their electives and are now back, having completed their ‘Transition to F1’ course, before embarking on a 
career in the real world of the NHS. On top of that, all our students have completed their exams and I wish them 
the best of luck with their results.  
  
In the past few weeks we have welcomed back all the final years for the 3rd annual ‘Final Fortnight’, which kicked 
off on the 21st June with the classic ‘Drs, No Nurses Party’ in the Reynolds, alongside the ‘Class of 2015 quiz’ and 
the ICSM Music Society Summer Concert on Friday 3rd July. The ICSM Summer Ball took place on Thursday 
25th June at the classy Millennium Gloucester hotel. The Summer Ball was a fantastic opportunity for all of us to 
thank the graduating Class of 2015 for their continued support and dedication throughout their time here. These 
efforts were recognised with the ICSM Colours awards, with recipients lists on Page 7. The Summer Ball was a 
fantastic night and I would like to thank Anna Hurley and her committee for all their hard work.  
  
As some of you may be aware we have managed to put forward a few, but very significant changes over the past 
year. The first one being that we have managed to get the old signs and some of the signatures back up in the 
Reynolds, alongside placing the historic trophies and International rugby shirts on display on the concourse of the 
Reynolds building. I would like to thank all the students and Reynolds Bar Managers that attended the ‘Reynolds 
Bar Development’ meeting in the spring term. Your input was by far the strongest catalyst in the whole process. 
  
We have also stepped up our game from a technological point of view. We have introduced the ‘PhoenixBay’, 
ICSMs e-portal for students to sell books, offer car shares, look for housemates or swap furniture. Visit our website 
for more information. We have also released an official mobile app. It’s your one stop shop for everything ICSM, 
whether it’s finding out who to contact when you have an issue, to finding out which events are occurring within 
the next month. The current version will be updated and upgraded by next year’s fantastic SU Exec. Visit the App 
Store or Google Play and search for ‘ICSMSU’ to download it for free! I would like to thank the St Mary’s Hospital 
Association for their kind donation towards the running costs of the app. 
  
I would also like to thank all the officers of the ICSMSU Exec committee. Their dedication and commitment to our 
Students’ Union have made the last 12 months a whole lot easier. In fact they are so dedicated that five of them 
will continue to serve the SU in next year’s committee. 
  
Regards,  

 
 

Dariush Hassanzadeh-Baboli 
ICSMSU President 2014/15 

State of the Union  
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News 

News from ICSM 

Changes to the Second Year Science and the Patient Course  
- An Interview with the new Course Leader, Dr Sohag Saleh 

There has been a huge change in the Science and Patient module taught in 3rd term for second years brought about 
by the new course leader Dr Sohag Saleh. The ICSM Gazette took the time to do a brief Q + A session to see how he 
felt the course had gone. 
 
What do you think are the biggest changes to S and P this year? 
The biggest change was bringing in TBL (Team Based Learning). That was quite a big change in terms of the actual 
teaching content and also the In Course Assessment, for example the practical we did this year was completely 
brand new and something that hasn’t been done before. Those two were the biggest changes. 
 
Why did you bring them about? 
Some students had concerns about how relevant previous ICAs were. The practical this year is essentially the kind 
of information you would be able to put into a publication. It was all state of the art equipment and I wanted you 
guys to be wowed by the technology that was available to you and wanted you to have the experience of what it 
would be like to write a paper, and to be able to handle big statistical data. It’s such a new experience for you and 
the next time you encounter something like that, which you will in clinical studies and writing audits, you have 
these useful skills for the future. It’s relevant, had clinical context and was difficult. 
 
Is the in course assessment similar to BSc work then? 
Absolutely like a BSc intro. I know where students are lacking in year 4 and I’m hoping when you guys are in year 4 
you’ll have picked up a couple of things from this that will be very useful for you. 
 
What’s your advice on how to do well in this module? 
I think my main advice would be if you got really involved in the TBL process that would really help. It was like forc-
ing you to revise and the questions were deliberately controversial for a reason because while you were in your 
group session a lot of you were talking about the questions and you retain that in your memory for a bit longer so 
that would be my advice; just attend the TBL sessions. It doesn’t matter so much how well you do. You get these 
inputs from various members of your team and the process after that was finding out questions you didn’t do well 
on and I can clarify those questions for you. You do better in a team and do better with academic guidance. Use 
TBLs as kind of revision. 
 
Why should we look forward to S and P? 
It’s very different to LCRS and MCD. MCD is very cellular based, not much clinical medicine. S and P helps you in the 
transition for 3rd year when you’re on wards, which can be quite daunting and something you haven’t experienced 
before. The teaching is a lot more clinical; it brings in all the physiology and cellular biology and puts the whole clin-
ical spin on it. 
 
How do you feel its gone in its first year with you in charge? 
I’ve been really happy with how the course has gone. Nothing is going to be perfect and I’ve been surprised by how 
much hard work it’s been, I’ve been so tired. It’s been really nice and strange from my perspective because I have-
n’t done any kind of teaching on course. I haven’t given you any lectures but as you’ll notice you’ve seen so much 
of me but just without the teaching, which is an interesting perspective to have for me. 
 
Finally, are you aware of your mass adoration/cult following that has been developing? 
*Laughs* I am. It’s very flattering I know so many of you guys in 2nd year and so many of you are fantastic and it’s 
kind of like I need to keep up to your standard and I don’t want to let you guys down. 
 

Ali Ijaz 
2nd Year 
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News 

A controversial new BSc based on the 
specialist courses currently offered is 
currently being considered by the 
Medical School. At present, all 
medical students take a year out of 
clinical training in their fourth year to 
complete an intercalated degree. The 
proposed course would incorporate 
Philosophy of Medicine and elements 
of "Death, Autopsy and the Law", 
"Medical Humanities" and "History of 
Medicine", each of which currently 
exist as discrete 10-week modules in 
Part C of the BSc, supplementary to 
science-based courses and in lieu of a 
research project. A novel curriculum 
would be developed to cover a full 
academic year, potentially replacing 
the current modules. 

A mixture of practical and economic 
factors underpin these moves. The 

primary motive is a desire for 
increased stability, a concern which 
arose this year when History of 
Medicine was cancelled due to the 
abrupt resignation of its Course Lead. 
The specialist courses are currently 
funded in a variety of ways; it is 
hoped that by switching to properly 
costed modules, the long-term 
security of such teaching can be 
better ensured. The increased 
expenditure from wages would be 
offset by the recruitment of external 
students who, it is argued, would be 
attracted by this unique course.  This 
would also generate opportunities to 
integrate humanities teaching in 
other parts of the curriculum.  

 Some, however, are not quite as 
convinced and raise concerns that 
the move could, paradoxically, 

reduce engagement with the 
humanities among medical students. 
The potential loss of the existing 
courses could limit options for 
students interested in both science 
and the arts. In addition, the 
amalgamation of different topics 
could deter those who strongly 
favour one over another. 

The medical school is currently 
investigating the feasibility of the 
proposed new course, including an 
assessment of the likely popularity of 
the course amongst students from 
Imperial and other medical schools.   

Though no definite plans have been 
set, the course may be trialled in 
2017-18, pending the outcome of 
these investigations.  

Tom Elliott 
4th Year 

Changes to the BSc Specialist Courses and 
Introduction of a New BSc 

Foundation Programme Statistics for ICSM Students 

For the second year running ICSM 
has had the highest number of 
students offered a place on the 
prestigious Academic Foundation 
Programme (AFP), which gives junior 
doctors dedicated time to develop 
their research, teaching or medical 
leadership and management skills.(1)   
Out of 366 graduates of ICSM, 130 
applied for the AFP and 62 students 
accepted an offer, with the next 
highest medical school being King’s 
College London, who made 87 
applications and had 27 accepted 
offers.  The AFP application process 
is highly competitive, with 1395 
medical students applying for 510 
places this year.(2) 

Excluding those who accepted AFP 
places, 58.5% of ICSM graduates got 
their 1st choice Foundation School, 
and 84.6%  got one of their top 5 
preferences.(2)  

The average SJT score for graduating 
ICSM students was 38.93 (±3.17), 
compared to a national average of  

38.48.  The average score for the 
Education Performance Measure 
was 42, and the overall average 
Foundation Programme score for 
ICSM Graduates was 80.59 (±5.36).
(2) 

We hope all the graduating class of 
2015 are pleased with their 
allocations, and wish them all the 
very best in their first jobs as Junior 
Doctors! 

Diana Newman, 
with thanks to Philippa Shallard 

References  
1) UK Foundation Programme Office (UKFPO). 
The Rough Guide to the Academic Foundation 
Programme. Cardiff: UKFPO; 2013  
(2) UK Foundation Programme Office (UKFPO). 
Foundation Programme Recruitment Stats and 
Facts: Interim Report 20 April 2015. Cardiff: 
UKFPO. 

Dr Jane Saffell, a Senior Lecturer in 
the Faculty of Medicine and Chair of 
the Faculty’s Opportunity and 
Development Committee, has been 
awarded a prestigious National 
Teaching Fellowship from the Higher 
Education Academy (HEA).  This 
recognises outstanding achievement 
in learning and teaching in higher 
education, and awards financial 
support to further develop the 
recipients achievements in this area.  
Dr Saffell has achieved a great deal 
to deserve this recognition, for 
example in leading the development 
of modular Master’s programmes.   

For more information please see 
www.heacademy.ac.uk.  

Dr Jane Saffell awarded  
HEA Teaching Fellowship  

Background on the Foundation Programme Allocation process(3) 
The Standard Foundation Programme allocation process out of 100, comprised of: 

 Education Performance Measure (50) 
Decile ranking within year,  (between 34-43 points) 
Additional degrees (up to 5 points) 
Publications (up to 2 points) 

 Situational Judgement Test (50 points) - a 140 minute paper test which aims to 
assess the attributes required of a junior doctor. 
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ICSMSU Colours Recipients 

Colours aim to give thanks and 
recognition to individuals who have 
given years of dedicated service to 
the Union and to the life of Imperial 
College School of Medicine. 

Nominations for colours are 
welcomed from the whole medical 
school, and the Colours committee is 
convened to establish the recipients.  
The awards available are:  

ICSM Colours  are awarded to 
individuals highly involved in extra-
curricular activities, who are well 
rounded and who repeatedly turn up 
and support the work of others. 

ICSM Outstanding Service 
Awards are awarded to individuals 
who have, in addition to the 
requirements for Colours, repeatedly 
gone above and beyond their role to 
enhance the life of ICSM. 

ICSM Fellowships are awarded to 
individuals who have continuously 
served the Students’ Union and 
enhanced the student experience in 
an exceptional manner over a 
number of years. Typically few (if 
any) of these are awarded every 
year. 

The Sir Roger Bannister Prize is 
awarded to individuals who have 

represented us nationally or excelled 
exceptionally in a range of sports 
during their time at ICSM. 

There are also two separate prizes: 

The ICSM Alumni Prize recognises 
the impact an individual has had in 
increasing the positive awareness of 
ICSM beyond the ICSM community. 

Dr Stephen Norton Memorial Prize 
is awarded at Affirmation to a final 
year student who most exemplifies 
the all-round qualities shown by Dr 
Stephen Norton, a Charing Cross 
alumnus who passed away in 2008. 
The Colours Committee will provide 
recommendations to the Trustees of 
the Stephen Norton Memorial Fund, 
who make the final decision. 

There were many fantastic 
nominations, representing the 
dedication and enthusiasm which 
the class of 2015 have brought to 
ICSM over the past 6 years.  

The Colours ceremony 2015 took 
place on Thursday 25th June at the 
annual ICSM Summer Ball.   Many 
new doctors, students and faculty 
came together to celebrate the end 
of this year.  After dinner Dariush 
presented the awards, and the 
recipients were as follows: 

ICSM Colours 2015 

Abdul-Rasheed Rabiu 
Annabelle Mondon-Ballantyne  
Charlotte Boardman 
Christina Tavener 
David Hillier 
Edward Norman 
Elisabeth Kostov 
Elizabeth Nally 
Hannah Brooks 
Hasan Asif 
Hugh Crawford Smith 
Jessica Mistry 
Katherine Fok 
Matthew Harling 
Matthew Hutchins 
Michael Smith 
Narthana Ilenkovan 
Nathan Rouse 
Odhran Keating 
Peter Davis 
Philippe Harbord 
Rebecca May Curbishley 
Richard Stanton 
Sarah Hough 
Simon Federer 
Tricia Ferguson 
Vernon McGeoch 

ICSM Outstanding Service Awards 
David Thompson  
Giada Azzopardi 
Ken Wu 
Lydia Pearson 
Megan Mackenzie 
Mitul Patel 
Rahul Ravindran  
Sybghat Rahim 

ICSM Fellowships 
Patrick McGown 
Shiv Vohra 

Sir Roger Bannister Prize 
Melanie Wilson  

ICSM Alumni Award 
Emma Amoafo 

Dr Stephen Norton Memorial Prize 
Hugh Crawford Smith 
Megan Mackenzie 
Sybghat Rahim (From Left) New Doctors Sybghat Rahim, Patrick McGown, David Thompson and Shiv Vohra, 

at their Affirmation Ceremony on Saturday 4th July 2015, complete with colours ties!  

News 
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Minutes of the St Mary’s Hospital Association 2014/15 

St Mary’s Hospital Association Annual General Meeting 
Held in the Board Room, St Mary’s Hospital on Thursday 19th May 2015 

1. Minutes of AGM of 10 April 
2014 and Executive Committee 
of  13 November 2014 

       Agreed. 

2. Executive Committee and 
Association Officers, 2014/15 

The following officers were re- 
elected: 

Chairman: Dr Gareth Tudor-Williams 
Vice-Chairman Professor Averil 
Mansfield 
Secretary: Mr Kevin Brown 
Treasurer: Dr Michael Clarke 
Recruitment Secretary: Dr Jonathan 
Hoare 
Assistant Secretary: Miss Kate 
Fitzsimmons 

Otherwise membership of the 
Executive Committee remained 
unaltered: 
Mr Alasdair Fraser, 
Mr David Hunt, 
Dr Rodney Rivers, 
Dr Mike Schachter, 
Dr Diane Smyth, 
Mr Tg Teoh, 
Professor Robin Touquet , 
Dr Clare Dorrell, 
Dr David James, 
Mr Barry Paraskeva,  
Dr Mike Platt (Chairman of TMAC ex-
officio)  

The resignation of  Dr Jamil Mayet 
was reported. 
 
3. Report of Chairman 

i. Gareth Tudor-Williams reported 
on a positive meeting attended 
by himself and Kevin Brown with 
Dr Tracy Batten, Chief Executive 
of Imperial College Healthcare 
NHS Trust, to make her aware of 
the Association, and on her 
support for the Association to 
circulate the benefits of joining 
the St Mary’s Hospital 
Association to existing and newly 
appointed consultants on the St 
Mary’s campus. 

ii. Jonathan Hoare as Recruitment 
Secretary had redrafted a flier to 
be sent out to encourage new 
staff to join the Association. This 
was approved by the AGM. 

iii. It was agreed to increase the 
annual subscription for new 
members to £30 pa. 

iv. The St Mary’s Hospital 
Association Outstanding 
Contribution Awards of £100 
each to third year medical 
students identified by the 
students themselves, replacing 
the First Year Prizes, had proved 

successful. Awards had been 
made to some outstanding 
students. It was considered 
important that the Students’ 
Union should devise a 
transparent selection process for 
the awards to ensure that they 
continued to be awarded to 
students recognised by their 
peers to have made outstanding 
contributions to the life of the 
school of medicine. 

v. It was agreed that the elective 
awards should in future be four 
specific awards of £500 each 
named after the St Mary’s 
Hospital Association and 
awarded to students showing 
breadth of interest and pastoral 
leadership to fellow students. 

vi. A number of grant applications 
had been turned down during 
the year because, whilst 
interesting, they did not benefit a 
broad range of students in their 
social, sporting and cultural 
activities. 

vii. The St Mary’s Hospital 
Association Drama Shield was 
displayed. The current Drama 
Scholars were Tommy Lwin and 
Elvin Chang. There were plans for 

St Mary’s Hospital 
Association Minutes 

Present:   

Dr Gareth Tudor-Williams 
(Chairman),  
Mr Kevin Brown (Secretary),  
Dr Michael Clarke (Treasurer),  
Miss Kate Fitzsimmons (Assistant 
Secretary),  
Professor Averil Mansfield (Vice-
Chairman),  
Mr Alasdair Fraser,  
Mr David Hunt,  

Professor Robin Touquet,  
Dr Diane Smyth,  
Dr Rodney Rivers ,  
Dr David James,  
Dr Mike Platt (TMAC),  
Dr Bill Frankland,  
Dr Peter Savage,  
Dr Lucy Pickard, Dariush Has-
sanzadeh-Baboli (ICSM SU Presi-
dent),  
Maredudd Harris (Clubs and So-
cieties),  

Diana Newman (Gazette),  
Steve Tran (Alumni) 

Apologies:  

Jonathan Hoare,  
Heather Montford (Edwards),  
Ronnie Williams,  
Patrick McGown,  
Mike Schachter,  
Tg Teoh,  
Clare Dorrell,  
Dexter Tarr. 
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a major Drama Society 
production commemorating the 
contribution of St Mary’s, 
Charing Cross and Hammersmith 
Hospitals in the Great War to be 
performed in 2018. 

 

viii. The St Mary’s Hospital 
Association Rugby Cup was 
displayed. Robin Touquet 
commented on its importance 
as a symbol of the interaction of 
students and staff. 

ix. There was concern about the 
missing plaque at Teddington 
commemorating Lord 
Beaverbrook’s donation of the 
ground. The Chairman would 
write to Neil Mosley of Sport 
Imperial enquiring about this. 
Other memorabilia and the 
Honours Board from Teddington 
would be displayed at the new 
ground at Heston and in the 
Reynolds Building.Kevin Brown 
and Assistant Archivist Stephen 
France had flown the St Mary’s 
fleur de lys at the recent 
weekend-long Imperial Festival. 

 

4. Report of Treasurer 

i. Michael Clarke presented the 
financial report for 2014, 
reporting that the financial 
position remained stable and 
that funds had been maintained 
so that awards could continue to 
be made. 

ii. Inevitably income would reduce 
with a diminishing membership 
base. 

iii. Michael Clarke was thanked for 
his work in transferring the 
funds to the Scottish Widows 
Bank, which is the de facto bank 
for the Charities Commission. 

iv. It was agreed that if additional 
funds can be generated by the 
Association, consideration could 
be given to increasing future 
contributions to the sabbatical 

of the Student Union President 
in the future following the fall in 
donations from the Imperial 
College Healthcare charity to the 
ICSM Students’ Union. 

 

5. Report of ICSM Student Union 
President 

i. The Association was thanked for 
its support for the Students’ 
Union, clubs and societies. 

ii. This had been another 
successful year for ICSM 
students, academically, on the 
sports field and socially. 

iii. The Mobile app. funded by the 
St Mary’s Hospital Association 
had proved a success with over 
200 downloads in three weeks 
and had received positive 
feedback. 

iv. The gratitude of the Football 
and Rugby Clubs for support 
from the St Mary’s Hospital 
Association was passed on to 
the meeting. 

v. Maredudd Harris was 
introduced as the ICSM 
President for 2014/15. 

 

6. Report of Gazette Editor 

i. Diana Newman reported on the 
Gazette. There is a current 
shortfall in funding and ways of 
reducing costs are being 
investigated and new sponsors 
actively pursued. 

ii. Alasdair Fraser and Bill 
Frankland were thanked for 
their contribution to the Gazette 
on their memories of 
Teddington. 

iii. Robin Touquet suggested a 
revival of the Dean’s Column in 
the Gazette. 

 
7. ICSM Alumni Report 

The ICSM Alumni Association 
looked forward to continuing to 

work with the St Mary’s Hospital 
Association, which could offer a 
suitable model for future 
engagement with students. 

 
8. Any Other Business 

i. Grants made since the last 
meeting: 

 ICSM Music Society for 
Edinburgh Tour £250-00 

 ICSM Association Football 
Club for 2015 international 
student games in Moscow 
£540-00 

 ICSM Boat Club towards cost 
of a new boat £1,000-00. 

ii. ICSM Boat Club have confirmed 
that the boat purchased with 
grants from the St Mary’s 
Hospital Association in 2008 was 
named the St Mary’s Hospital 
Association. It was used as the 
women's 1st VIII boat and has 
since become a novice 1st VIII for 
both men and women. 

iii. Thank you letters have been 
received from the Rugby Club, 
Football Club, Music Society and 
Boat Club. 

iv. Robin Touquet stressed the 
importance of both TMAC and St 
Mary’s Hospital Association 
being involved in the retirement 
of consultants as an opportunity 
to encourage retiring colleagues 
to join the Association. 

 

 

v. Date of Next 

Executive Committee 
Meeting 
13 October 2015 at 6pm 
in the Board Room, 
Clarence Memorial 
Wing, St Mary’s Hospital 

St Mary’s Hospital 
Association Minutes 
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St  Mary’s Hospital 
Association  

ST MARY’S HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
Registered Charity No: 1066742 

 

The annual subscription for membership of the St Mary’s Association is £30, if you think you may be paying the 
incorrect amount please do contact Kevin Brown, the Secretary of the Association.   

If you would like to join the St Mary’s Association please get in touch and fill in the standing order form below.  

Please return to 

 

 

ST MARY’S HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 

To:  The Manager 

________________________________Bank   

 

Date________________________ 

 

A/C No._____________________ 

  

Sort Code____________________ 

 

Please pay the NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK plc. Marble Arch, Connaught Street Branch, London W2 IPG  
Sort Code: 60.16.10  for the credit of ST MARY’S HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION  A/C No.21857873  the sum of thir-
ty pounds every 1st October,  commencing  October 20__, until further notice.   

 

Name  ___________________________________________________    Block letters please 

 

Address ___________________________________________________ 

   

  ___________________________________________________ 

 

Post Code _____________ e-mail: ___________________________ 

 

 

Signed   ___________________________________  

 

Mr Kevin Brown 

Archivist 
Salton House 

St Mary’s Hospital 
Praed St 
London W2 1NY   email: Kevin.Brown@imperial.nhs.uk 

Standing Order Form for the St Mary’s Hospital Association 

mailto:Kevin.Brown@imperial.nhs.uk
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Obituary for Dr David Lawrey 

Dr David Lawrey studied at St 
Mary's from 1953; after graduating 
he undertook his house jobs here 
and then moved away from St 
Mary’s in 1960.  That same year 
David was married to Betty, who was 
a nurse at St Mary's.  The couple 
then moved to Devon, where David 
worked in Paediatrics and Medicine 
at the Royal Devon & Exeter 
Hospital.  From there he was an SHO 
at Bideford Hospital and 
subsequently worked in General 

Practice in Seaton, Devon from 1961 
to 1995.   

Whilst at St Mary's David made a 
huge contribution to the life of the 
medical school, being Captain of 
both the Hockey and Waterpolo 
teams, as well as winning some 
anecdotal fame by teaching Clarissa 
Dickson-Wright to swim!   

Sadly in recent years David 
developed Alzheimer's disease and 
passed away on the 29th July 2014, 

aged 78 years.  He was a greatly 
loved and respected doctor and a 
loving father and grandfather.   Over 
200 people gathered to pay their 
respects to David at a memorial 
service at Axmouth Church, Devon in 
October 2014.   

If you would like to be put in touch 
with David’s wife Betty then please 
contact us at icsm-
gazette@imperial.ac.uk.  

St Mary’s Hospital 
Association  

If you would like to update your contact details with us or send in any articles or notices then 
please email icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk or write to us at ICSMSU Gazette, Student Union, Sir 
Alexander Fleming Building, Imperial College London, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2AZ. 

 Letter to ICSM Consultants from the St Mary’s 
Hospital Association  

Dear ICSM Consultants, 

How can you contribute to and preserve the life of the Medical School, and keep up with medical student news? 

The St. Mary’s Hospital Association was founded by Henry Cockburn (Medical Superintendent for nearly 3 decades) 
and colleagues in 1979, to support the all-round development of medical students. Although historically formed at 
St Mary’s, the association now has a clear Trust wide remit with the prime aim of supporting our undergraduate 
ICSM students. 

We are now one of the major sources of support for the medical student union, without which our School of Medi-
cine would be subsumed into Imperial College, losing its identity. We provide around £20,000 per year to fund the 
sabbatical year of the Student Union President as well as grants and awards to promote non-academic aspects of 
student life. This ranges across music, drama and all the sports. We also financially support the publication of the 
Gazette (the medical school’s magazine).  

We are particularly keen to generate more funding now as both the College and the Trust are decreasing their fi-
nancial support for the ICSM Student Union. This gives you a tangible opportunity to help ensure that our gradu-
ates of the future will be well-rounded individuals.  

Membership includes a printed copy of the ICSM gazette for each academic term. Please see attached sample. 

Preserve the far-sighted vision of the Association’s founders and our independent Medical School Union. 

Please complete the attached Standing Order mandate for a mere £30 per year (or more, if you are feeling gener-
ous) and make a real contribution to the lives of ICSM medical undergraduates. Send it to Kevin Brown, Archivist, 
St. Mary’s Hospital, Praed St, London W2 1NY 

If you would like to find out more or be more involved, please contact: 

Dr Jonno Hoare, Recruitment Secretary (j.hoare@imperial.ac.uk) 

or Dr Gareth Tudor-Williams, Chair (g.tudor-williams@imperial.ac.uk) 

mailto:icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk
mailto:icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk
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It is always a pleasure to write for the Gazette on behalf of the ICSM Alumni Association. The year just graduating 
have been an exceptional bunch of individuals and we are very fortunate to have them join our Association as our 
latest Doctors! 
 
Another year has passed and we are so delighted to be announcing that this year’s winner of the ICSM Alumni 
Award is Dr Emma Amoafo. Not satisfied with just being a medical student, Emma started up her own African-
inspired clothing line enterprise, Friday Born Designs (fridayborndesigns.com), where she is the lead designer. The 
profits of this are donated to Bless the Children International Home, an orphanage in Ghana.  
 
Dr Amoafo embodies everything every student aspires to achieve within their lifetime: making a difference in the 
world. We commend her on the fantastic work she has done already in terms of her extra-curricular 
accomplishment but also as a role model for other younger years. We thoroughly look forward to seeing what the 
future holds for Friday Born Designs and Dr Amoafo.  
 
The ICSM Alumni Association is always looking for people to get involved in the Association: whether this be 
contributing to the Gazette, coming to our regular meetings or planning reunions for your peers. If you fancy 
getting involved in any of these activities, do please get in touch with our new ICSMSU Careers & Alumni Officer, 
James Bloomer, at icsm.ac@imperial.ac.uk. 

Steve Tran 
ICSMSU Careers & Alumni Officer 2014/15 

 

ICSM Alumni  

Signing Up to Receive a Printed Copy of the ICSM Gazette! 

If you would like to receive a printed copy of each issue of the ICSM Gazette 

please sign up at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/8CYHQF3 or email us at 

icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk.  

We would welcome a wide range of 
articles from any of our readers, 
including medical school alumni of 
all graduating years and all current 
medical students.    

We would especially welcome any 
articles from alumni about their 
experiences at ICSM and beyond, for 
example writing about careers or 
new challenges such as working 

abroad.  Additionally we are keen to 
revive alumni announcements and 
would love to hear from you with 
any notices you would like to publish 
in the Gazette, as shown on page 13. 

Additionally if there is anything you 
would like to see included in the 
Gazette then please get in touch. 

We will be happy to answer any 
questions by email at  

icsm-gazette@ic.ac.uk.   

Further information can be found on 
our new website -  
http://icsmgazette.wordpress.com 
and on Facebook at ICSM Gazette.  

Alternatively please write to us at: 
ICSMSU Gazette, Sir Alexander 
Fleming Building, Exhibition Road, 
London SW7 2AZ 

If you would like to write a piece for the Gazette please get in 
touch with us at icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk.  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/8CYHQF3
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News of Graduates  

Births 
Kiran Jasper De was born on the 4th 
December 2014 to Dr Jennifer De and 
Dr Surjo De (ICSM Graduates 2009 
and 2007 and 2009 respectively and 
current member and conductor of 
the London Doctors Orchestra and 
Choir.) 

Deaths 
Dr David Lawrey, of Seaton, Devon. 
(St Mary’s Graduate 1958).  Dr 
Lawrey sadly passed away on 29th 
July 2014.  Please see an obituary on 
Page 11. 

Engagements 
Dr Mary Harrington and Dr Ben Faber 
(Class of 2012) got engaged earlier 
this year and look forward to 
celebrating their wedding very soon. 

 

Recent Graduate Dr Hannah Brooks 
(Class of 2015) and Dr Joseph 
Hayward (Class of 2013) got engaged 
on Sunday 21st June 2015.   

Marriages 

Former Music Society Chair Dr Anju 

Phoolchund and Dr Joseph Lee (ICSM 

Graduates 2012) celebrated their 

wedding on Saturday 16th May in 

Kuala Lumpur, nine years after being 

photographed together as freshers 

by the college! (see pictures). 460 

guests travelled to celebrate Anju 

and Joe’s wedding, of course 

including a strong contingent from 

the ICSM Music Society.  We wish 

them all the best in their life 

together. 

London Doctors Orchestra and Choir 
The London Doctors Orchestra and 
Choir was set up by a group of ICSM 
alumni in 2009.  Our membership 
now consists of over sixty Doctors 
from across London of all ages, but 
we still retain strong links with the 
ICSM Music Society. 

Our most recent concert on May 
30th showcased the talent of many 
ICSM alumni taking on solos.  Dr 
Mervyn Chong delivered a 
spectacular performance of the 
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto and 
Drs Alex Cope, Elise Randle, Tom 
Bycroft and James Howard all 
performed solos in a rousing 
performance of Handel's Dixit 
Dominus under Dr Surjo De's 
baton.  The concert was held at St 
James' Church, Sussex Gardens, was 
attended by over one hundred 
people and raised £500 for Health 
Improvement Project Zanzibar. 

We continue to welcome new 

members and provide an opportunity 
for doctors to keep up their musical 
interests after graduating.  We 
rehearse in a relaxed atmosphere, 
monthly on a Sunday afternoon, at 
Charing Cross Hospital.  We perform 
two charity concerts a year in May 
and October.  Our next concert will 
be held on 24th October 2015 and 
will feature Elgar's Enigma Variations, 

the Durufle Requiem and a flute 
concerto performed by Dr Jennifer 
Hart.  If you are interested in joining 
us or would like further information 
then please email us at 
london.docmusic@googlemail.com 
or visit www.londondoc.org.uk. 

Dr Lucy Abbott, Chair 
London Doctors Orchestra and Choir  

We would love to hear any updates from all alumni of St Mary’s and 
ICSM, please send in any announcements to icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk  

ICSM Alumni  
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Features & Events 

Features & Events  

On the 5th of May, members of 
ICSM’s finest sports clubs big and 
small gathered at Shaka Zulu in 
Camden for the annual sports dinner. 
A fantastic, final opportunity for all 
sports teams to have one more night 
together to celebrate another 
brilliant season before getting heads 
down for exams. Having proven to be 
a hugely successful and wonderful 
night over the years, tickets had once 
again sold out quickly and everyone 
arrived with huge excitement and 
anticipation for one of the highlights 
of the sporting calendar. 

After a lovely champagne reception 
and more than a fair few photos 
taken by everyone we were moved 
downstairs to be seated with our 
respective clubs. The 3-course meal 
went down well, not least because 
those closest to the kitchen quickly 
realised there was excess and extra 
mains were being handed out on 
request. Once the food had been 
devoured there was a clamour to 
quench our thirsts and in true ICSM 
spirit, we soon bought out all of 
Shaka Zulu’s cheapest wine.  

As the night turned a little more 
raucous (and hazier for some) it was 

time to hand out each club’s 
individual awards; the most 
improved and most valuable players.  

Each club’s achievements and 
highlights of their seasons were 
mentioned and trophies were 
distributed on stage in front of a now 
very excitable crowd. Lots of 
cheering and several slightly more 
expensive bottles of wine later it was 
time for the main awards of the 
night: Sports Personality of the Year, 
Team of the Year and the much 
lusted after Club of the Year. There 
were lots of worthy candidates but 
Rustam Karanjia was deservedly 
awarded Sports Personality for his 
commitment and excellence in Boat. 
Team of the Year went to the clear 
winners Lacrosse Ladies 1s for a truly 
outstanding league winning season 
and captain Lexi Wisentaner 
collected the prize to much applause. 

 Finally, came Club of the Year, as 
ever a much talked about, highly 
competitive award that everyone 
from fresher to 5th year dreams of. 
That honour went to Football who 
had a hugely successful season 
taking in its highest ever number of 
members, an astounding 87, as well 
as continuing to improve across all 4 
teams over the whole season. 

Congratulations to club captain Ollie 
Kemp on receiving the award on 
behalf of his club. 

So with the awards ceremony over, 
people turned back towards the bar 
and with the staff desperately 
scrambling for their dwindling supply 
of alcohol the night went on. If 
rumours are to be believed, the 
party went on long after Shaka Zulu 
had closed.  

I would like to thank Med Harris and 
his team for organising yet another 
successful Sports Dinner. As we all 
awoke the next morning with wine 
related illness there could be little 
doubt that a fantastic night was had 
by all. 

Ali Ijaz 

Sports Dinner  
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ICSM Arts Revue, Sunday 8th February 2015. 

Features & Events 

RAG - Review of the Year 
2015 has been a truly fantastic year 
for RAG with a number of hugely 
successful events. RAG’s real 
presence began in second term, with 
the infamous fourskins.  

On top of the usual, much loved RAG 
week events, this year saw the 
introduction of “I’m a Club Captain, 
Get Me Out of Here!” Featuring six 
club captains/presidents of societies 
undertaking some truly horrific 
challenges to win the £100 prize for 
their club. Congratulations to Anna 
Hurley for securing a much-deserved 
victory for Ladies Hockey! 

For the first time, ICSM arts societies 
came together, presenting ICSM Arts 
Revue. The show included stunning 
performances from ICSM’s Light 
Opera, Music, Drama and Dance 
Societies, providing the perfect 
conclusion to a truly unforgettable 
RAG week. This year’s RAG week 
raised over £10,000 for our chosen 
charity, COSMIC, a very worthwhile 
charity, which dedicates its funds to 
improving the lives of children at St. 
Mary’s Intensive Care Unit.  

Following RAG week, RAG’s 
boundless generosity continued, 
helping ICSM members on their 
relentless quest for eternal love, 
through the famed Rag Val Ball. With 
the med school dressed and looking 
their absolute best (creating the 
illusion of being classy, sophisticated 

individuals), bow-ties were 
straightened, Reynold’s shoes were 
ditched for heels, and cameras were 
polished at the ready, for one of the 
more glamorous events of the ICSM 
calendar. Held this year at the 
Pheonix Artist Club, Cupid’s arrow 
was seen rearing its head and a great 
night was had by all. 

As if all this wasn’t enough, the RAG 
fever continued all through February 
with the lead up to the pinnacle of 
RAG’s events, RAG Dash. This year, 
over one hundred students made 
their way to Canterbury (be it 
hitchhiking or by rail) to enjoy a wild 
night in Club Chemistry before the 
coach journey to ‘Dam.  Whilst most 
people shared in the delights of the 
outrageously cheap drinks, the 
vicious thugs of what will now be 
thought of as England’s crime capital, 
took a disliking to one poor fresher. 
Even with its cloakroom nightmares, 
coach fiascos and a broken bus 
window, Dash proved to be a real 
success with everyone exploring the 
beautiful city of Amsterdam and 
having an absolutely fantastic time.  

The final event of the RAG calendar 
was the incredible RAG Fashion 
Show. After the many crushing 
rejections this year, masked by the 
cries of “I don’t even remember 
auditioning” whilst blinking back 
tears, it truly was the cream of the 

crop who were chosen to perform for 
us. With boxes being sold out within 
four minutes, (proving ICSM’s 
inability to resist a bottle of 
champagne) the anticipation for one 
of the most glamorous nights of the 
year was building. On the night, the 
med school assembled in the ever-
familiar Clapham Grand. The models, 
unphased by the ruthless heckles of 
their ‘friends’, strutted effortlessly 
down the catwalk featuring designs 
by the likes of Timothy Foxx and 
HoloHolo Swimwear. The evening 
boasted incredible performances by 
ICSM Dance and ACS, which 
thankfully were more than enough to 
detract from the horrendous stream 
of ‘dad-jokes’ from our very own 
President Dariush as compere 
(fortunately, his counter-part Erika 
was there to whip him into shape). 
Huge thanks to Sophie Ellis, Ashlyn 
Stackhouse and their Fashion Show 
Committee for organising such a 
fantastic event.  

This year has been hugely successful 
for RAG, and whilst not without its 
ups and downs, has been a 
wonderful experience for all those 
involved. On behalf of the 
committee, I would like to say a huge 
thank you to our Rag Chair Obi and 
Treasurer Rhys, for their countless 
hours and immeasurable hard work 
to ensure a brilliant year of events 
for the whole of ICSM.  

Sammy Sundar 
ICSMSU RAG Chair 2015/16 

Photographs by Maria Schofield 
Legorburo and Freddie Stourton  
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Features & Events 

UH Bumps 2015 
The 29th to the 30th May 2015 saw 
the culmination of this season’s 
rowing - UH Bumps. Close to 70 of 
ICSMBCs finest emerged from the 
depths of the library / exam hall to 
make their way down to Chiswick for 
one final race.  

UH Bumps have been held annually 
on the tideway since 1954 and 
traditionally mark the end of the 
year’s racing. Crews are started 1 
length behind one another (based on 
the previous year’s finishing order) 
and attempt to ‘bump’ the crew in 
front of them whilst simultaneously 
avoiding being bumped by the crew 
chasing. Three races are held over 
the weekend which proves a 
gruelling experience for even the 
most veteran rower 

In 2014 ICSMBCs Men’s 1st VIII were 
finally able to overhaul St. George’s 
to take headship of the race. This 
year a youthful looking 1st VIII were 
successfully able to defend the the 
top spot despite spirited attempts 

from GKT. 

The Men’s 2nd VIII received a 
considerable boost in the form of 
recently “retired” rowers Henry 
House, Tom Barrow and Jonathan 
Topping who all made their 2nd VIII 
debuts. The crew (who started 5th) 
quickly dispatched RUMs 1st VIII and 
followed this by catching George’s on 
the line to finish 3rd, 8 positions 
above the nearest 2nd VIII. 

The Novice Boys 1st VIII, under the 
guidance of captain Jack “Beanz” 
Stuart capped off a successful year by 
bumping George’s 2nd VIII to finish 
8th, also 8 positions above their 
nearest rivals.  

ICSMBCs Women were hampered by 
the unfortunate timing of 3rd year 
exams, and were only able to 
manage one outing prior to racing. 
Nevertheless the 1st VIII put in a 
spirited performance and were 
narrowly bumped by a formidable 
Bart’s 1st VIII to finish 5th. 

 

The Novice Girls meanwhile had their 
medal chances dashed by a highly 
questionable Barts “novice” crew, 
but were able to put this behind 
them to bump an experienced 
Phoenix boat in their final race.  

Ed Muffett 
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24 Hour Opera - Mary Poppins! 

Last May, after 9 months of planning, 
over 70 auditions, and countless 
takeaway pizzas, the Light Opera 
Society was delighted to present 
their 24 Opera 2015: Mary Poppins. 

On 2nd May at (approximately) 6:00 
the members of the cast, crew and 
backstage team arrived for the show 
reveal and the news that in just 24 
hours, they’d be performing a West 
End show completely from scratch! 
No pressure. 

With the guidance of Director 
Jasmine Gordon-Brown and the 
choreography wizardry of Lami 
Akinwuntan the cast took to the 
challenge with a typical blend of hard 
work, enthusiasm and 
#24cocktailsin24hours. Backstage, 
costumes and tech members worked 
tirelessly to ensure that the perfect 
stage was set perfectly. The 
backstage and art teams deserve 
great credit for producing one of the 
best sets seen for an Opera show, 
despite the fact it was all done in 

under a day! 

Preparing the cast over the 24 hours 
went as smoothly as one would 
expect when dealing with around 30 
exhausted students fuelled by Gin 
and smoked salmon. However 
rehearsals were productive, any 
hitches were dealt with by the 
excellent 24 committee and I don’t 
think anyone involved will ever 
forget the spelling of 
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. 

The titular role of Mary was played 
with aplomb by Nicky Raeside, her 
impromptu audience sing-a-long of 
“A Spoonful of Sugar” a notable 
highlight. 

Henry Verrall and Laura Wynn-
Lawrence, both members of last 
year’s creative team were reunited 
as Mr and Mrs Banks. The two 

children, Jane and Michael Banks 
were played by two freshers, new to 
the world of Light Opera: Jessica 
Ravenscroft and Freya Thomas, 
whilst the charming Bert was played 
by the equally charming Jacob 
Davies. 

The show was a roaring success, the 
relatively unknown number, 
“Temper Temper” beloved by all 
(including Dom Lagrue’s creepy arms 
and Jac Cooper’s cameo as the 
Judge) and the band’s excellence at 
keeping a lot of the show going, led 
by Musical Director Adam Green.  

It was a marvellous experience for 
everyone involved, hundreds of 
pounds were raised for Maggie’s and 
our audience left thoroughly 
entertained, whistling Jolly Holiday 
all the way home. 

Special thanks must go to the 24 
committee for making all this 
happen: Producers Melanie Coates, 
Alex ‘Chippy’ Compton and Kanch 
Niruttan, Costume Mistress Fi Lewis, 
Tech Director Freddy Stourton and 
Backstage Managers Dan Price and 
Rose Mulvey. 

Planning for next year’s 24 hour 
show is already in place so watch this 
space!! 

Adam Green 

Photographs by Alex Lai 
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Top 10 Things to do in Hammersmith & 

Fulham Over Summer 

By Dexter Tarr 

Top 10  

Path  

This is what separates Imperial from the rest of the world, 

apparently. F1s write home to say how useful it is, supposedly. 

One thing we do know for sure is everyone else managed to learn 

it in the month before the exam so our hearts here at the gazette 

go out to you fifth years. I’m sure that extra 4% you all have will 

make all the difference. 

1. 

Celebrate  

For everyone else the long slog is over. Suns out, guns out, its 

time to sit in Lillie park and 'enjoy yourself responsibly'. 

Hopefully all this freak sun will be done with soon and we can 

really enjoy ourselves. 

2. 

Join a local Boat Club 
If you don't keep the training up how will you ever 

make the first boat next year? Back to the ergo for 

you. Success begins now. Well actually it begins when 

you leave the boat club but you get our point. 

4. 

3. Visit local heritage sites  
Did you know the Blue Anchor is older than the 

USA? Did you know the Dove has the smallest bar 

in the world? Do you know what a local craft ale 

costs in spoons? Get out and explore, there is an 

'untapped' world of culture out here. 

Though many lucky ICSM students are off to enjoy their #120 days of summer, some may still be hanging around 

our beloved Hammersmith and Fulham, be it  for  5th year pathology lectures, firms or pure unwillingness to let 

go.  Maybe you need no inspiration for activity and are running around doing all those London things you heard 

about but never did, or maybe you’re already bored.  For all those in the second camp we’ve turned our attention 

to this extremely unusual quiet patch in the calendar to try to give you some inspiration. 
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Top 10  

Get a Job 

Freshers fortnight doesn't pay for itself and student loans and overdrafts only go so deep. Why not get 

a job tending bar or tutoring or... Or.... Well I'm sure there is something else we do for work, why don't 

you go give that a go eh? 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Revise 

First year was all fun and games but it's time to 

get real freshers, finals are 4 and a half years 

away and counting. I'm sure if you pull hard 

enough you can break in to the library doors. 

You don't even have time to read the next 3 if 

we're honest. Quickly now or all the good seats 

will be gone. 

Complain about it 

The more creative the better when it comes to moaning about 

being stuck here with nothing to do. The range of how to do 

this goes all the way from lazy tweets out of lecture theatres 

right up to hilariously satirising it in a list format. 

Wait for next year to start 

Med school is your home, you've never felt a belonging like it. But 

now you're back to being a no one and you everyone you call has an 

international dial tone and a lot of Facebook pictures you're not in. 

It's just a case of turning the calendar until you're  back to your social 

best, the only struggle is how to pass the time, other than by writing 

this article... 

Leave 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHY ARE YOU 

READING THIS? WE'RE STUCK HERE ALL YEAR 

LONG AND IF YOU DONT GET A PHOTO OF 

YOU IN THAILAND JUMPING OFF A 

WATERFALL WHAT WILL YOU TALK ABOUT 

WHEN YOURE BACK IN OCTOBER??!?  

5. Find a flat 
Got a chunk of change bigger than an F1s first pay packet 

burning a hole in your pocket? Why not explore the 

Hammersmith real estate market! After all, for only as 

much as you're paying for your degree a month you can 

get a lovely little bedsit in these parts. 
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Clubs & Societies 

Athletics 

ICSM Athletics is a fun sports club, 
suitable for those who are keen 
athletes, those who used to run/
throw/jump but stopped, and those 
of you who have never done a sport 
before. We are a very relaxed club, 
with competitions throughout the 
year for all abilities, and training 
opportunities 3 times a week. 
Commitment is flexible and many of 
our members combine Athletics with 
Netball, Rugby, Boat or Hockey. 

We hold a Sunday Morning training 
session (10am) at Linford Christie 
Track, (25 min bus from South Ken) 
with our coach Matt, all abilities are 
welcome and newcomers are always 
encouraged to join. We hold another 
track session on Wednesday 
afternoons (1pm) and on weekdays 
there is a free shuttle bus from South 
Kensington (near the library) to the 
track. 

We also hold a circuits training 
session on Monday (with IC) at 5pm 
in the Union Gym (top floor of the 
Union) for those of you looking for 
some general fitness training. 

We’re an incredibly relaxed club and 
welcome people of all abilities, 
especially those of you looking to 
start a sport from scratch. 

If you have any questions, 
email sp4712@imperial.ac.uk or 
search for “ICSM Athletics” on 
Facebook! 

Shivam Patel 
Athletics Secretary 2014-15 

Sports - Page 20 ; Arts - Page 26 ; Careers - Page 28 ; Charity & Outreach - Page 30 
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Badminton 

It has been a great year for ICSM 
Badminton, with membership 
booming after welcoming many new 
additions to both our social 
badminton sessions and team 
trainings. 

Notable achievements this year 
include the Mens 2nd Team coming 
top of their league and earning a 
promotion, and the Mixed Team 
coming runner up in both the 
premier division and the LUSL Cup. 
All our team players have put in so 
much hard work and commitment 

this season despite tough 
competition, so big congratulations 
to every one of them! 

 Varsity is usually always our 
toughest game of the year, however 
2015 greatly exceeded our 
expectations. The overall loss was 
not at all reflective of how close the 
matches were and at this rate, we 
are keen to make 2016 the year that 
we finally beat our IC counterparts! 

 Off the courts, we have 
our maintained our 
great social calendar 
thanks to our dedicated 
social secs Alex and 
Louis. This included 
International tour to the 
Netherlands, sports 
nights and friendly 
tournaments. A 
highlight was the 
exciting and emotional 
evening of AGM, which 

had the most contested positions 
we’ve ever seen. 

 To finish, we would like to say good 
luck to all our beloved members who 
are leaving Imperial this year, and we 
also look forward to meeting our 
Freshers in October! 

Sarah Zhao 
ICSM Badminton President 2014-15 

Clubs & Societies 
 

Boat Club 

The summer term is always the best 
for rowing, with a variety of regattas 
and bumps races to keep us busy.  

We started off with BUCS regatta, 
entering an impressively big squad 
with 2 novice VIIIs, a novice IV, an 
intermediate VIII and 2 intermediate 
IVs taking part. Bad weather meant 
that a few finals weren’t run, but we 
had some very promising results in 
the qualifiers. Next up was Oxford 
City Bumps: with two men’s IVs 

racing in 2 boats borrowed for the 
occasion (which turned out to be 
better than ours). After an exciting 
and gruelling set of races, we ended 
up 2nd and 6th  out of 20 Oxford City 
and College IVs. 

Next up, UH Bumps, which is always 
the most exciting race of the reason. 
This year, we had the best results for 
the men’s squad since the United 
Hospital Bumps was set up. The 
men’s 1st VIII maintained their place 

as Head of the River, the men’s 2nd 
VIII bumped from 5th to 3rd and the 
novice boys bumped from 9th to 8th, 
out of 21 crews. The men’s and 
women’s alumni Phoenix crews also 
finished top out of the alumni crews.  

I would like to thank an amazing 
committee for all their support 
through a rollercoaster year - we 
made it! 

Laura Wynn-Lawrence 
Boat Club Captain 2014-15 
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Clubs & Societies 

Ladies Hockey 

ICSM Ladies Hockey have had a much 
quieter term on the hockey front. 
We had a fantastic day playing at the 
6-a-side tournament for the 
Middlesex Hockey anniversary! It 
was super sunny and the club was 
out to play the last bit of hockey for 
the year.  
 
Sports dinner was (surprisingly) the 
only social night of this term for the 
club. Everyone looked gorgeous in 
their dresses and everyone behaved 
just as sophisticated as they looked... 
Tirion and Rachel C were awarded 
with Most Improved and Rosie was awarded with Player of the Year.  

Our AGM has seen a fantastic 
committee be voted in for the 
coming year and we're super excited 
to introduce all the new freshers in 
October. Planning is already 
underway to make it another great 
hockey year. We've even got a new 
website!  

Take a look at https://union.ic.ac.uk/
medic/ladieshockey/ 
Good luck to Fiona and her new 
committee for the coming year! We 
hope you all have a great summer 
holiday. 

Anna Hurley 
Ladies Hockey Club Captain 2014-15 

Football 

The end of the season did not put an 
end to ICSMFC events. With the 
finals years away on elective, they 
were unable to defend their 3-year 
run as interyear champions. After an 
action-packed round robin and some 
shocking refereeing, the 3rd and 5th 
years faced each other in the final. 
The 3rd years put in a good shift but 
this year the trophy went to the 5th 
years who deserved it after a 3-0 win 
in the final and a clean sheet for the 
whole tournament. 

A few days later we donned our 
tuxedos and headed up to Shaka 
Zulu for Sports Dinner 2015. 
Jonathan Topping received most 
improved player after an outstanding 
first season in the club and a very 
proud Danny Bates received most 
valuable player for what was his last 
season in the club. Following the 
individual accolades for each club, 
everyone held their breath for the all

-important “Club of the 
Year” award. The 
football club erupted as 
our name was called and 
Oliver Kemp collected 
the trophy, filled it to 
the brim and, with the 
help of “all the lads”, 
proceeded to shower us 
with red wine! We were 
incredibly proud that 
night and a special thank 
you has to go to Oliver 
and the 2014-15 
committee for leading us in what has 
been an incredible year.  

We rounded out the term with our 
Annual General Meeting. The doctors 
showed that they had been training 
all season for this match and, 
following a 3-3 draw, managed to 
beat the students on penalties. We 
then headed over to Rodizio Rico for 
a mammoth amount of barbequed 

meat to accompany the end-of-
season reviews and election of the 
new committee. There were a high 
number of contested positions and I 
hope this enthusiasm for the club 
continues over the years. 

Runi Sudunagunta 
ICSMFC Club Captain 2015-16 
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Men’s Hockey 
With our BUCS leagues finished, only 
two competitions remained: the 
United Hospitals Cup and the play-
off cup in our Saturday league. 

With strong performances in the 
first weekend of the UH competition, 
we put ourselves in a good position 
to get in the final. The highlight being 
a 2-1 win against a strong RUMS side 
(thanks to the returning messiah of 
ISCM hockey, James Arthur). 
Unfortunately, we were unable to 
attain that allusive place in the final 
(on goal difference only), as we drew 
a heavy scoring game against a 
resurgent George’s side (3-3), even 
with the presence of old 1st XI 
stalwarts Preth de Silva and Amish 
Patel. 

 Having reached the play-off final for 
the first time since starting our 
Saturday Team, Jonathan Baker led 
out a strong team to challenge for 
silverware. Unfortunately, the other 

team had similar ideas, with not a 
single recognisable player from the 
team that played us twice already 
that season. Despite our optimism, 
we conceded some quick early goals 
and missed our German Wunderkind 
through the centre. Even after a 
much improved second half 
performance (Dr. Hackett hitting the 
bar from the edge of the D), we still 
lost 4-0 but took solace in our finish 
in the Champions League places. I 
would quickly like to thank Jonty for 
doing a great job and to the alumni 
for their continued support! I wish all 
the best luck to our next Saturday 
Captain Tim Woodhead 
(timothy.woodhead13@ic.ac.uk). 

Sadly we finally said goodbye to the 
class of 2015. As such a huge year 
both on and off the field, we sent 
them off in style, playing one final 
match – IMHC vs Class of 2015. After 
a lot of pre-match chat and bravado, 
the final years went down fighting 2-
1 against a very talented 2s team. 
Thanks to the final years for their 
many years of service and all the best 
for the future! 

 I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank the rest of my outgoing 
committee for all the hard work and 
effort they have put in this year, and 
I wish the best of luck to Matt 
Baker. Who I am sure will be a 
fantastic club captain, having been a 
success in his role as treasurer this 
year. If you would like to get involved 
in hockey at ICSM then please don’t 
hesitate to email him 
(matthew.baker12@imperial.ac.uk). 

Lacrosse 

Since our last update the Lacrosse 
Club has finished what has been the 
best season ever collectively for the 
four teams. One of the proudest 
moments of the season was when 
the Ladies 1s were named ICSM 
Team of the Year at Sports Dinner 
2015 after winning their league and 
doing excellently in the Cup and 
national tournaments.  

We also hosted Imperial Cup, our 
annual mixed lacrosse tournament, 

at Heston at the end of March. 
Sixteen lacrosse teams and over 250 
players from all over the country 
turned up to play and the day was a 
great success. 

All four of our lacrosse teams are 
determined to build on this year’s 
achievements next year. There are 
plans afoot for pre-season training 
and extra strength and conditioning 
training throughout the year. The 
Men’s team are especially focussed 

on improving their game as they 
came so close to winning the league 
this year, narrowly missing out on 
three goals worth of goal-
difference.   

Next year our club captain is David 
Reed. He is the first ever IC student 
to become club captain for the 
Lacrosse Club, which reflects the 
mixture of medic/IC members within 
the club. We have no intention, 
however, of losing our ICSM identity 
as we will still be playing under ICSM 
and you can still find us at the 
Reynolds every Wednesday! 

It’s been an absolute honour to lead 
the Lacrosse Club this year and I can’t 
wait to see what next year will bring! 

 

Shoshanna Krasner-Macleod 
Club Captain 2014-2015  

mailto:timothy.woodhead13@imperial.ac.uk
mailto:matthew.baker12@imperial.ac.uk
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Rugby 
The term has been an uplifting one 
for IMRFC, with the club returning to 
its winning ways and a definite 
positive outlook to the future.  

In the absence of Teddington, and 
the inability to book pitches at our 
new home ground of Heston, the 
3XV were subject to a typically 
blustery day at Harlington. Kiran 
Patel’s 3XV were pitted against an 
equally ‘athletic’ RUMS side, in what 
proved to be a strong day. A strong 
forward performance, with fluid 
backs play led to a convincing win 
and an enjoyable travel to the Royal 
Exchange pub with champagne in 
hand.   

The second success for the club was 
its retention of the Right to Play 
Interclub Netball win. The formidable 
pair of George Cross and Jamie Truell 
towered over the opposition, whilst 
James Morris and Jon Super took 
turns to link the defence and attack 
at Centre. Undefeated, the club 

fought a closely contested game 
against Netball 1s to pip them to the 
post. Later that afternoon saw a 
thrilling game of rugby, accompanied 
with some rather flair stash. The 
second years, boosted by some 
direct entry talent, tore through the 
first years, exhibiting a very 
promising display of talent within 
both the younger years. Sunday 
touch sessions saw Mr. Mendoza 
coming off the bench for the second 

years team in a performance of a 
lifetime.  

Looking forward, the club is well 
underway in its pre-season 
preparations with a trip to 
Snowdonia booked and ready for 
exploration. For those joining the 
university and considering joining the 
club, or those who want to try 
something new, please do not 
hesitate in contacting Club Captain 
Thomas Howe (TJH12@ic.ac.uk). 

Netball 

ICSM netball have once again had an 
amazing season, closing with a 
fiercely contested varsity win of 4 
games out of 5. The club has come 
on leaps and bounds, and it has been 
a pleasure to witness our teams 
competing at ever-higher levels. The 
first team have fought valiantly in a 
tough new league, competing against 
specialist Sports universities. 

We have entered two teams into a 
summer league, playing against adult 

teams at a high standard. Both teams 
have played exceptionally, with 
Summer Lovin’ only losing one game 
so far. We look forward to the finals 
in July and hope one of the teams 
can claim the title of league 
champions.  

Next season we look forward to 
developing our 6 teams, and we 
anticipate another high fresher 
intake to bolster our ever-growing 
club. Our new captains are Geiske 

Zijlstra (1s), Maddison Gronager (2s), 
Karen Aspey (3s), Nadja Bednarkzuk 
(4s), Mahlya Ahmed (5s) and Charlie 
Caird (6s); all of whom are excited for 
another successful season. We are 
recruiting a third coach for our 
weekly training sessions to guarantee 
focussed attention at all levels of the 
club. We hope this will result in 
promotion across the board next 
year.  

We would like to take an opportunity 
to thank our Alumni for there 
continuous support and our new 
president, Dawn, who has been a 
great advocate for the club this year. 
Finally, the whole club would like to 
express their gratitude to out-going 
Club Captain, Megan Thomas, who 
has worked tirelessly all year to make 
the club a success.  

Nina Cooper 
Netball Club Captain 2015-16 

mailto:TJH12@ic.ac.uk
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Weights and Fitness  

It has been a busy year at "The 
Farm”, with memberships on the rise 
despite the addition of the new 
Charing Cross Strength and 
Conditioning room, and the growing 
apathy amongst the Student 
population to make the short trip 
across Hyde Park. 

Great pride is taken from the 
individual achievements of our 
members, whether it be winning a 
United Hospitals Cup, being selected 
in a Varsity squad, or just losing a 
few kilos - success breeds success in 
the legendary gym of St Marys. 

Adrian McGrath must be 
congratulated on receiving the Silver 
Dumbbell for services to the Gym. 
Mr McGrath has been a stalwart in 
the facility, and has developed into a 
fine athlete - best wishes for your 
final year. 

New Eleiko plates have been added 
to the den, with thanks to the 

Faculty of Medicine at St Mary’s, it is 
hoped these will both serve our 
members well over many years, 
whilst also reducing the disruption to 
our neighbours. 

Mathew Harling, Tom Rees and 
Oliver Clough move on, all who have 
been exemplary in their dedication 
to both maintenance of the Gym but 
also to the Mary's way of life - Thank 
You. 

Alex Scarborough takes over the 
reigns for the 2015 - 2016 year, a 
true gentleman who will do wonders 
for St Marys Gym. 

Any Alumni, Staff or Students 
working or living in the Paddington 
area, please do contact us 
at mgym@ic.ac.uk to discuss 
membership. 

Squash 

Medics squash usually has quite a 
quiet summer calendar, as most 
members are busy with exams, but 
fortunately this year, a decent 
number of keen members have been 
coming down to the sessions, 
keeping our club going. We had a 
successful AGM, and the new 
committee looks as strong and 
dedicated as ever!  

We welcome Sam Ensor as the new 
president of the club, who has 
targeted utilisation of the new 
facilities at Heston as a main priority 
for next season. Joining him will be 
Jacob Bradshaw, continuing for his 
second year as treasurer and Martin 
Fung as club secretary. They are both 
committed to the increasing growth 
of the club and will be looking into 
ways to increase funding and 
participation. New team captains, 
Simon Thackray and Aaron Brown 
are looking forward to coaching the 
teams to promotion after incredible 

varsity success earlier in the year. 
We are also lucky to have Anna 
Humphreys continuing as women's 
captain after leading the side last 
year to inaugural victories, after 
great development of the team. 
Finally, we have new members Amar 
Kansagra and Alex Huddart taking 
over as social secretaries. With 
planning of next year's club tour on 
the horizon it looks to be a great 

year for social squash with them at 
the helm. 

We now look forward to a strong 
start next year, and are working hard 
to prepare the club for the new 
influx of members. The club will 
continue to run through the majority 
of the summer, in order to give those 
still working some much needed 
stress relief! 

mailto:mgym@ic.ac.uk
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Yoga 

This year ICSM Yoga has really gone 
from strength to strength, building 
on the work of last year’s committee 
to provide well-priced, welcoming 
yoga classes for all abilities.  

Continuing with the same instructor 
as last year, Veronika, this year’s 
committee has tried to make the club 
a more friendly environment, 
arranging after-yoga socials so that 
members can get to know each other 
better. 

 Yoga has a tendency to be viewed as 
a solo activity, one focussed on the 
self rather than others; at ICSM Yoga 
we have tried to respect this 
viewpoint, while also allowing people 
to make friends within the club. This 
has been reflected in the 
membership, which has increased by 
more than 30% over the last year, 
and is focussed around a group of 
regular students who attend most of 
our weekly sessions.  

Finally, we are very proud to have 
organised our first yoga tour! This 
summer, a group of nine yogis will be 
jetting off to Barcelona, where they 
will eat tapas, explore the city, and 
try out some yoga in Spanish. This 
marks a big achievement for our 
club, and will hopefully be the first of 
many tours to come.  

Current Vice-President Charlotte Lim 
will be taking up the mantle of 
President next year, and we are sure 
she will work on the legacy of this 
year to continue delivering high-
quality, relaxed, and friendly yoga 
sessions for all. 

Fred Fyles 
Yoga Treasurer 2014-15 

Dance 

With everyone enjoying their 
summers, however long or short 
their break, it's all very quiet in 
Hammersmith. Congratulations to 
everyone for finishing their exams 
and especially to all the final years 
who are now back from their 
electives and looking forward to 
starting work, you will all make 
fabulous doctors!  Thank you so 
much for all the work you have put 
into making ICSM Dance such a 
fabulous society! 

Our last event of the year was AGM, 
followed by Sports Dinner Afterparty, 
which was greatly enjoyed by 
everyone. Good luck to next years 
committee, you will all be fantastic! I 
would like to welcome Sandy and 
Srishti into the role of President. 
They will be backed up by Jasmine as 
Treasurer, Jess as Secretary and 
Helen as Social Sec. 

We have now finished classes for the 

summer but will be returning with a 
new committee after Freshers Fayre 
in October. I'm sure they have great 
plans for the next year and I know 
that they will welcome any new 

members. Whether you have been 
dancing for as long as you can 
remember or just fancy having a go 
at something new, make sure you 
check out our Facebook page, ICSM 
Dance, for up to date info on class 
times for next year. 

Finally I would just like to say thank 
you very much to the whole of ISCM 
Dance for a great year. We have 
achieved so much in the last few 
months, so many performances! I 
hope you are all very proud of 
yourselves! 

Have a great summer, 

Zoe Tattersall 
Dance President  2014-15 

 

If you are interested in coming to 
ballet and contemporary classes for 
all levels, please email 
ICSMSU.dance@ic.ac.uk    
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Drama 

What a year it has been for ICSM 
Drama!  The year began with 3 
fantastic Freshers’ Plays, performed 
in Reynolds, showcasing the talents 
of our Drama freshers. Our Autumn 
Production, Lady Windermere’s Fan 
was a triumph, as cast members 
from every year group navigated the 
genius of Oscar Wilde’s words, with 
direction from Ishani Canisius.  

Following the success of our autumn 
term pursuits, Spring Term followed 
in similar fashion. Rijul Bohra and 
Yathu Maheswaran’s dark retelling of 
the timeless classic, Beauty and the 
Beast was a challenge to translate 
from page to stage, but one that was  
met by our tech, backstage, art and 
costumes teams as well as the cast. 
The show was a huge success due 
the diligence of those involved and 
the support we received.  

The annual UH Revue, hosted at St 
George’s Medical School  was a great 
opportunity to get together with the 

other London medical schools for a 
night of comedy sketches and 
questionable singing.  We are very 
excited to focus our efforts behind 
this over the upcoming year.  

Aside from our on-stage activities, 
we have had a very busy social 
calendar. Our tour to Bristol in 
November brought many of our 
newer and older members together 
in a whirlwind weekend of running 
around the city centre, leap frogging, 
a night out on a boat and a spot of 
Sunday afternoon laser tag.  

The End of Year dinner was a 

wonderful occasion in which we 
celebrated the past year of Drama 
and presented Alexander 'Sally' 
Harding a special award for his 
commitment to the society over the 
years.  

As we come to the end of the Drama 
year we would like to acknowledge 
everyone who has contributed to the 
society and welcome in our new 
committee who hope to build on the 
successes of their predecessors.  

Yathukulan Maheswaran 
ICSM Drama President 2015/16 

Email: icsmds@gmail.com   

Clubs & Societies 
 

Light Opera 

As per usual it has been a busy end of 
year for Light Opera.  

Firstly we ran successful mock PACES 
and mock OSCES this term, so many 
thanks to the organisers and the 
alumni who gave up their time to 
examine. However the main event of 
third term, as always, is the 24 hour 
opera.  

This year Opera gave their own 
rendition of Mary Poppins. It was 
hugely entertaining and great fun, 
and is reviewed by Adam Green on 
page 17. 

As we come to the end of the year 
we have to say goodbye to some 
truly great Opera veterans and wish 
them all the best of luck for the 
future. This particular year of Opera 
was one of the largest, finest, most 
talented bunch and it’s with great 
sadness that we see them leave, and 
we look forward to their imminent 

return as alumni. I’d also like to say a 
huge thank you to Sarah Hough who 
has been a fantastic president this 
year. Her enthusiasm and 
organisation skills have been 
unwavering, and I hope, with the 
help of the newly elected committee, 
I can try to fill her shoes and take 
Opera forward.  

Finally I’d also like to thank Dr Hoare 
and Prof Teoh for their continued 
support, and we look forward to 
seeing them in the new academic 
year.  

Nicola Raeside  
Light Opera President 2015-16 
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Music Society 
Since our last report, Music Society 
has been very busy! After Easter, we 
got straight to work with only two 
rehearsals before our May Society 
Concert, the only concert when all of 
our ensembles (Orchestra, Choir, 
Chamber Choir, Jazz Band and Bands) 
come together to perform. This was 
a fantastic success featuring many 
crowd pleasers, including ‘Ain’t No 
Mountain High Enough’, the Jurassic 
Park theme, and a Frankie Valli 
medley. We then held our annual 
AGM and black-tie dinner when we 
voted in next year’s committee. This 
term we also held our conductor 
auditions, and excitingly we have 

new faces in charge of all of our 
ensembles. It is a pleasure to hand 
over the baton to Melanie Coates as 
incoming Chair and her new 
committee! 

Music Society members have also 
been busy elsewhere. Light Opera’s 
24 hour show, Mary Poppins, 
featured many Music Soc members 
in the band, cast, costumes and 
backstage crew. Chamber Choir put 
on a phenomenal concert during 
their weekend away in Surrey, raising 
an incredible £470 for ICSM RAG’s 
charity, COSMIC. The choir also sang 
beautifully at St Mary’s 
remembrance service for babies and 
children earlier in June. 

We have recently also hosted our 
annual Summer Concert on Friday 3rd 
July, a lovely evening of music and 
celebration when we said farewell to 
our final years. This was a fantastic 
concert, featuring performances 
from many talented students and 

new doctors!  We are also looking 
forward to our new Domestic Tour to 
Edinburgh in July, with concerts, pub 
crawls and a visit to the zoo on the 
itinerary. We would like to thank the 
St Mary’s Hospital Association for 
their kind donation in support of this 
tour. 

If you would like any information 
about the society and its events, 
please do not hesitate to get in 
touch! 

Elaine Wong 
ICSM Music Society Chair 2014/15 

medics.music@imperial.ac.uk 
Www.union.ic.ac.uk/medic/music  

Obstetrics and Gynaecology Society 

Imperial College Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology Society (ICOGS) has had 
a busy year, from teaching events for 
fifth year medical students and 
fourth year BSc students to talks 
about global maternal health and 
careers. Our main event this year 
was the student conference, the first 
of its kind for this specialty, on 
Sunday 18th January. It was a huge 
success, according to the feedback 
we received, despite one of the 
workshops being cancelled on the 
morning itself. We would like to 
thank the RCOG for allowing us to 

use their logo on our publicity 
material and Wesleyan Medical 
Sickness for their sponsorship. There 
were talks by Dr Wimalasundera, 
Professor Higham, Lord Robert 
Winston, Dr Ind and Professor 
Balogun-Lynch. Workshops included 
fgm, sexual health & transgender 
issues, domestic violence, careers 
and laparoscopic surgery and 
perineal suturing. It was a fun day 
and a pleasure to work on with our 
committee and the presidents of 
other London O&G societies (Barts, 
King's and UCL). We have worked 

closely with them throughout the 
year and invited each others' 
societies to events. There was also a 
joint 'obstetrics through the ages' 
discussion with consultants talking 
about their experiences in different 
decades. We hope to continue 
working together and to organise 
another conference in the next 
academic year. I would like to 
introduce our new chair, Cerys 
Daniel,  who has been on this years' 
committee. Good luck for the year 
ahead to Cerys and the new team.  

mailto:medics.music@imperial.ac.uk
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Society of Research and Academia (SORA) 

ICSM Society of Research and 
Academia (SORA) is a young society 
that aims to encourage students to 
get involved in research and to 
develop a network of students 
interested in, and passionate about, 
research and academic medicine.  

SORA has had a great year and the 
new committee is looking forward to 
continuing to inspire and help 
students get involved in research!  

A key aim this year is going to be 
encouraging younger medical 
students to become interested and 
engaged in research through having 
Question and Answer sessions on 
how to get summer research projects 
and securing funding. For older 
medical students we will be having 
talks about applying for the 
Academic Foundation Program and 
BSc tutorials. Throughout the year 
we will be having more exciting 
lectures, journal clubs and look out 

for our National Conference in 
November and Young Researchers 
Conference in January.   

SORA offers something for students 
at all stages of medical school, and to 
stay updated like our Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/
ICSMSORA), join our mailing list, and 
email us with any questions or 
suggestions at 
icsmsora@imperial.ac.uk 

ICSM SORA Committee 2015/16  

Surgical Society 

Surgical Society is a society dedicated 
to provide the highest quality 
surgical education to students at 
ICSM, including skills, theory and 
careers advice. It has been a very 
successful year for the Surgical 
Society, hosting over 20 events and 
developing new relations with 
sponsors and collaborators such as 
the Royal Society of Medicine. We 
finished the year on a high with our 
first Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Careers Evening that was very well 
received. We also joined the 
Association of British University 
Surgical Societies and have run 
events in partnership with other 
members. In the new academic year 
we aim to deliver the same high 
quality educational sessions with a 
restructure of our junior (preclinical 
years) and senior (clinical years) 
anatomy series as well as continuing 
to run successful and insightful 
events. With a successful pilot of a 

vascular surgery skills workshop this 
year, we aim to expand this event in 
the coming year (date TBA) to fit 
alongside our other skills events run 
in conjunction with the Association 
of Surgeons in Training such as the 
Foundation Skills in Surgery event.  
 
This November we will be holding 
our annual International Trauma 
Conference that attracts world-class 
speakers from around the globe.  The 
conference will be approaching its 
10th year and in celebration, we are 
packing in many exciting new 

features and workshops. Now with a 
strong, newly elected and dedicated 
Trauma Committee hard at work, it 
promises to be the most enjoyable 
and engaging Trauma Conference 
yet. 

We would like to thank the outgoing 
committee for all their hard work and 
efforts in making the year such a 
success for Surgical Society, and we 
wish the incoming committee the 
very best for the upcoming year. 

If you would like to find out more 
about our upcoming events, please 
get in touch: surgical.soc@ic.ac.uk 
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Imperial College Aid to the Balkans (ICAB) 

Imperial College Aid to the Balkans 
(ICAB) has had a fantastic year. The 
society is growing rapidly and after 
sending 3 groups to volunteer in 
Bulgarian orphanages last year, this 
year we will be sending 5 groups. Our 
fundraising activities have been 
incredibly successful and I am sure 
this will be extremely helpful in 
supporting some of the longer term 
projects in the orphanages that ICAB 
is involved with. We hope to be able 
to build on this even further in the 
coming academic year. 

So first, a little bit about what we do: 

We are a student-led charity that 
sends volunteers to orphanages and 
other centres in Bulgaria to work 
with disadvantaged children. Our 
volunteers take resources (all sorts of 
fun and games) to do what we can to 
bring a smile to these children. We 
interact with children and overcome 
the cultural barrier through the 

universal language of play! It is a 
really fulfilling experience and a 
remarkable insight into a completely 
different way of life. You can decide 
when you go, who you go with and 
ICAB can provide as much or as little 
trip planning guidance as you need. 
We promise you’ll love every minute 
of it. 

Throughout the year we will be doing 
fundraisers so watch this space for 
more information on those! For any 
further information please visit our 
Facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/
icaidtothebalkans or contact us at 
icab@imperial.ac.uk 

Vision 

Vision is an outreach scheme led by 
ICSM medical students which aims to 
widen participation in medicine.  We 
do this by holding events for 
prospective medical students from 
less advantaged backgrounds. 

Though our main conferences are in 
the Autumn term the Spring has still 
been very busy, with many medical 
students volunteering their time to 
visit schools to talk about Medicine 
and the admissions process, 
providing valuable support to many 
students.  A huge thanks to everyone 
who has volunteered for the Vision 
events and school visits so far!  

In recent months Vision has also 
expanded on past links with charities, 
holding a ‘buddy day’ with 
IntoUniversity for ~ 20 Year 8 
students on Thursday 26th March, as 
well as our annual workshop on 
admissions tests for ~70 students 
from the Social Mobility Foundation, 
held on Sunday 21st June.  

I would like to say a big thank you to 
the whole Vision committee who 
have worked so hard on all the 
events this year, and to all the 
Faculty who have kindly supported 
Vision by speaking at the 
conferences!  The new committee, 
led by Peter Zhang, is already hard at 
work planning next year’s Senior 
Conference, to be held on Sunday 
20th September.   

If you would like to get involved with 
Vision as a volunteer please email us 
at visioninfo@imperial.ac.uk, or 
come to find us at Fresher’s Fair!  
Please also see our website for more 
information – www.icsmvision.co.uk.   

Diana Newman 
Vision President 2014-15 

Www.icsmvision.co.uk 

mailto:visioninfo@imperial.ac.uk
http://www.icsmvision.co.uk
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Clubs & Societies 

This year, the annual Interyear Rugby 
match (Freshers vs. Second Years) 
and Interclub Netball (a tournament 
between Netball teams made up of 
various clubs) was held at Heston 
Sports Ground on the 23rd July.  The 
weather was lovely and very British 
which called off a few of the latter 
play off matches, however the sun 
broke out in time for the Rugby. 
Strong performances were seen from 
the Hockey and Lacrosse teams but 
sadly they did not make the semi-
finals. The Golf team put up an 
incredible fight against the Netball 
team in the most competitive match 
of the day for a place in the 
finals.  However after some dubious 
umpiring and sudden decision to go 
to a penalty goal shoot out since the 
great British weather was setting in, 
the Netballers won the game by one 
penalty goal.  One Netballer was 
shocked that her team might lose to 
Golf she almost called the po-po. The 
final took place yet again between 
Netball and Rugby in yet another 

hotly contested game in which the 
Rugby boys won the trophy for the 
third year in a row! (Good job they 
won something this year!)   

After the Interclub Netball, ICSM 
students of all years and some 
alumni headed to the Rugby pitch to 
watch the Second Years battle it out 
against the First Years. A lot was said 
about the match but mainly about 

both team’s kits. Second Years in 
their super baby blue kit went head 
to head against the First Years who 
were in “HAWT” pink à la Stade 
Francais team. Second Years won 
with Don Oboh scoring four tries and 
Man of the Match, Chris Campbell, 
our token intercalater from Wales 
scoring a hat-trick. Even Special team 
Matt Gunnee had a remarkably high 
drop kick conversion percentage. 
Shame to Ollie Wroe-Wright who 
was egged having been sent off for a 
red card, whilst Nick Anson knocked 
on over the line when it might have 
been easier to score…but hey ho the 
Second Years still won by a long way 
so no big deal! 

The notorious food fight at half time 
between selected Fresher Girls and 
Second Year Girls was something 
quite grim but not nearly as dirty as it 
has been in the past. Note to the 
current Fresher Girls, it's all about 
preparation. Plan early and start 
collecting  food as ammunition 
earlier - the crowd wants more! 

Overall Interyear/Interclub Netball 
was a huge success with a good 
turnout from most years and raised 
over £200 for Right to Play charity! 
Thank you to Megan Thomas and 
George Cross for organising the 
event. 

Erika Refsum 
Photos by Freddie Stourton 

Interyear Rugby Match & Interclub Netball Tournament 
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An Elective in Bolivia 

Vernon McGeoch, Final Year 2014-15 

When I started thinking about my 
elective, all I knew was I wanted to 
experience medicine that was 
completely different to the UK. I 
went through a fairly lax decision 
process and Bolivia came out on top. 
I couldn't have made a better 
decision. 

After choosing Bolivia it turned out 
one of my friends, Lydia Pearson, 
had wanted to go there too. With a 
similarly relaxed process to country, 
we chose Cochabamba as the place. 
The third biggest city and nowhere 
on any tourist trail. All I really knew 
was it was nicknamed ‘the city of 
eternal spring’. We emailed off to 
every hospital we could find and 
came up with two replies, one of 
which seemed more organised than 
the other, and with a few quick 
emails, it was done. Elective sorted. 

Shortly before booking flights, I 
realised I hadn't spoken any Spanish 
since school, apart from very briefly 
to some business owners in Madrid, 
and so we decided to book a few 
lessons in medical Spanish in La Paz 
before starting. 

Finals done, two days later we flew 
off, and after a few layovers, landed 
in La Paz airport at 4080m. The 
altitude was a bit of shock to the 
system and after a quiet week of 
lessons we went to Cochabamba 
ready to work. Or so we thought.  

The hospital was completely 
different to anything I had 
experienced before. Resources were 
scarce: lab and radiology only open 
in the morning, consultants present 
until 2, sinks or bathrooms almost 
non existent and with all this, a 24 
hour A&E. 

I worked in paediatrics with the only 
paediatrician at the hospital. There 
was a hectic clinic lasting around 6 

hours every day and after that either 
helping in A&E or with any paediatric 
inpatients. Lydia was working in O&G 
where they had many births and 
clinics too. This was the daily routine. 

To start with it was extremely 
difficult: Spanish or Quechua were 
the only languages spoken by 
patients or staff, the paediatric 
conditions were more often than not 
niche ones in the margin of my path 
notes and the lack of resources was a 
bit of a shock. However, every week 
our Spanish improved and with that, 
it became more and more enjoyable 
working there. The staff were all 
incredible; hard working and great 
fun, and when we came to leave at 
the end of our placement, it was 
pretty sad occasion.  

During the weekends of our 
placement we had been lucky 
enough to travel around Bolivia, 
visiting some absolutely 
unforgettable places; the Salar de 
Uyuni, hiking our first 5000m peak 
then our first 6000m volcano, Lake 
Titicaca and the Isla del Sol, the 
Death Road cycle, stunning national 
parks and much more. Bolivia is a 
varied and beautiful country and a 
place I would recommend that 
everyone visits. 

After having finished with Bolivia we 

Travel 
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Travel 

decided to pass the rest of our 
elective in the south of the continent. 
With a brief little foray into the 
Pacific first.  

This brief foray was Easter Island. A 
few days relaxing there with pretty 
much only the Maui heads for 
company. A once in a lifetime 
experience. 

We returned to Santiago and after a 
few days in and around journeyed to 
Patagonia. We started with the 
Torres Del Paine national park, a 
dream of mine for many years. It 
completely lived up to its billing and 
we couldn't have been luckier with 
the weather.  

Crossing to Argentina we passed by 
Perito Moreno, the most incredible 
glacier I will ever see, and then to El 
Chalten. El Chalten is home to Cerro 
Fitzroy, it is meant to be one of the 
most beautiful hikes in the world, 
sorry to say, but I cannot confirm this 
as I was walking in cloud the entire 
time. Swings and roundabouts really. 

We went on to Tierra Del Fuego and 
the southernmost city in the world, 
Ushuaia. We experienced the glacial 

pace of life and passed through 
stunning snow covered national 
parks.  

From here it was to the North. 
Mendoza for steak and the best of 
wine. Buenos Aires for wine and the 
best of steak whilst also experiencing 
the cosmopolitan city at its finest. 
We popped into Uruguay for 
Montevideo and returned to Buenos 
Aires once more. 

I write this on elective with only a 
couple of days left. Those days being 

spent at Iguacu Falls before a flight 
home, arriving with few hours before 
the start of lectures. I will look back 
upon this elective as the most 
incredible holiday of my life, having 
visited some of the most unique and 
beautiful places on Earth. I would 
recommend that anyone with any 
proficiency in Spanish consider an 
elective in Bolivia and to anyone at all 
travelling the South of the continent. 

Vernon  

#teddington4lyfe 
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An Elective in Forensic Medicine in Karapitiya Hospital, Sri Lanka 
Patrick McGown, Final Year 2014-15 

A wise man once said to me that 
when it comes to picking what to do 
for elective, either go somewhere 
where you’ll see things you couldn’t 
see in the UK, or go somewhere 
you’d like to go on holiday. 

And so it was that a few weeks after 
finals I was travelling to Galle in Sri 
Lanka, desperately not trying to think 
of the prospect of exam results that 
would be arriving in every final year’s 
inbox the day after we landed.  

We had fortuitously timed our arrival 
with Sri Lankan New Year, and so 
although Tom’s psychiatry 
placement wanted him to go into 
placement at 8am, 4 hours after 
we’d landed, I was given a few days 

off to experience the New Year 
celebrations.   

All that led to was a catch up on 
sleep and then a furious 4 hour email 
refreshing session with the other two 
ICSM students at the 
accommodation, Josh and Pia, as we 
bemoaned the fact that we were 
several hours ahead of UK time and 
so weren’t likely to find out results 
until the late afternoon. Eventually 
everyone decided to explore rather 
than wait, and – of course – results 
came out soon after we left. Just to 
be difficult the universe decided to 
only allow enough phone function 
for 2 of the 4 to get the good news 
before the internet failed, but 

eventually we were all in the clear to 
celebrate a few hours later, until the  
discovery that Sri Lanka doesn’t sell 
alcohol over New Year.  

Happily a doorman at one of the 
touristy beach restaurants cajoled us 
in with a series of winks and a “we 
don’t sell beer but we can sell you 
pots of tea”… 

While in Galle we stayed in a 
homestay owned by one of the 
hospital administrative staff, which 
was playing host to 12 elective 
medical students at the time. We 
were soon inducted into the daily 
routine: 

wake at 6 to a mixture of the Sun 
coming through the windows or the 
bone jarring sound of the accursed 
local ice cream van making its way 
around the houses, head into 
hospital for 8.30 and go on the ward 
round until around 10, at which 
point it was either home time (and 
therefore beach time) or it was off 
into the thick of things in the post 
mortem building. 

In Sri Lanka, Forensic medicine is 
split into post mortem examinations 
and clinical forensics (which consists 
of mostly the legal aspects to do with 
trauma, accidents and assaults). On 
starting I got given a basic run down 
of the law and some very interesting 
tutorials on how to determine the 
cause of death based on bones of 
decomposed bodies – including a 
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whole catalogue of bullets along with 
an explanation of the bony damage 
each would cause and the 
differences between the appearance 
of entry and exit wounds. However 
nothing could really prepare me for 
the first foray into the autopsy suite. 
The set up was temporary, without 
any real means of ventilation, and 
consequently the time was spent in a 
cauldron of heat. If the sight of rows 
and rows of covered bodies was as 
harrowing as I anticipated, the smell 
was indescribable. The first few 
autopsies were shocking, and the 
bodies were not long deceased. But 
after a while I got to know the basic 
routine for each autopsy. We went 
through each organ in turn discussing 
what would look wrong, what 
needed checking, and the differences 
in appearance between ante-mortem 
and post-mortem clots – and I was 
surprised at how interested I became 
in it. 

Aside from the hospital work and the 
beach, there was plenty to do around 
the town and island – provided that 
you could stand the constant 
harassment of the tuk tuk drivers, 
the absolute lack of manners or 
personal space on public transport, 
or the awkwardness of going 
swimming with your wallet in your 
trunks and then drying rupees out on 
a deckchair in the sun as a beggar 

came over to ask for money.  In 
various trips out Galle we managed 
to go on elephant safari, 
inadvertently swim with turtles, and 
visit a few of the northern temple 
sites, as well as try out the only 
tenpin bowling alley in Sri Lanka. 

All in all elective was an incredible 
experience, and that’s to say nothing 
of the pleasure of a rooftop pool in 
Thailand, revisiting my old school in 
Hong Kong, or seeing the Viet Cong 
tunnels in Vietnam. Definitely go 
abroad if you can!  

I would like to thank the St Mary’s 
Hospital Association and Enid Linder 
Foundation for their kind support 
and grants towards my elective costs. 
It was very, very appreciated. 

 Call For Articles!  

We would welcome a wide range of 
articles from any of our readers, 
including medical school alumni of 
all graduating years and all current 
medical students.   Additionally if 
there is anything you would like to 
see included in the Gazette then 
please get in touch. 

If you are a new student interested 
in writing for the Gazette and/or 
joining the Gazette committee then 
please come to find us at Fresher’s 
Fair to find out more!  

We will also be happy to answer any 
questions by email at  
icsm-gazette@ic.ac.uk.   

Further information can be found on 
our new website -  
http://icsmgazette.wordpress.com 
and on Facebook at ICSM Gazette.  

Alternatively please write to us at: 
ICSMSU Gazette, Sir Alexander 
Fleming Building, Exhibition Road, 
London SW7 2AZ 

If you would like to write a piece for the Gazette please get in touch with us at  
icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk.  

Travel 
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Please visit our new website at:  
https://icsmgazette.wordpress.com 

Find us on Facebook by searching for 
ICSM Gazette 

To contact the ICSM Gazette please email us at 

icsm-gazette@imperial.ac.uk or write to us at: 

ICSMSU Gazette, Student Union,  
Sir Alexander Fleming Building,  

Imperial College London,  
Exhibition Road,  
London SW7 2AZ 


